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Company Introduction

The Finders Corp. is an Expert matching platform, a growing company with a vision of

“differentiated”, “excluded market development”, “specific field” for a specific field. Using the know-

how and DB gained from the launch of the legal service platform ‘Law County’ in 2018, we started

developing ‘변호사를 찾는 사람들’ (hereinafter referred to as ‘Lawyer Finder’) in 2019. Law County

provides real-time updates on the progress, schedule, and plans of the case to lawyers and clients,

acting as a ‘legal secretary.’

In addition, by providing a three-dimensional matching environment from online to offline through a

system that matches lawyers with the users based on location information as well as the contents of

requests from users, Lawyer Finder has met various needs. Through these steps, we have achieved

more than 10,000 requests within a short period of time since the start of the search service in the

first half of 2020.

By providing online counseling and legal information and forms, Lawyer Finder lowered the threshold

of ‘Pro Se litigation’, which served as a momentum to lower the threshold for legal advice that was

previously difficult for individuals to access, contributing to solving legal questions of the

underprivileged. In December 2020, the ‘손해사정사를 찾는 사람들’ (hereinafter referred to as ‘Damage

Adjustor Finder’) service was launched with our efforts to provide a more transparent and easy-to-

understand legal matter to the general public. By matching the loss adjusters that are suitable for

each individual, Damage Adjustor Finder can protect the legitimate rights of insurance consumers

from insurance companies and provide overall insurance-related work by making complicated

insurance claims process simple and transparent.

In December 2021, The Finders Corp. took over Shinwon Soft Co. LTD., a game company that

operates Apple Pie Online, to expand their business areas and Finder token ecosystem.

shinwonsoft



Game Industry

- Game Industry

In the past, the game business started with a single-player game played alone against NPCs 

without connecting the Internet called package games, and even reached a multi-player game 

played by competing or cooperating with other users. 

Currently, as the boundaries between producers and users become increasingly ambiguous, 

users are influencing content and play patterns in the game, changing their internal appearance, 

and creating a worldview of the game.

With this backdrop above, users are increasingly aiming for a transformational play that takes 

ownership of some elements of the game rather than playing content on standardized fields.

As a result, in Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (MMORPG), which plays with 

multiple users with different jobs in the game, and transactions between users may occur by 

owing various game elements (equipment items, game money, etc.) Recently, a new blockchain 

game business that NFTs items and characters in the game and trades through secondary 

markets is becoming more concrete.

- Game Trends

In the era of information, the possibility of exposure to various spam emails and telephones has 

increased, leading to the leakage of personal information on cyber to others. In addition, 

damage occurs in the process of hacking accounts and item theft in the game and opaque 

transactions, and users gradually demand a high level of security and want to use games with 

them. Blockchain games solve not only account hacking and item theft, but also item acquisition 

probability manipulation problems in several existing games by introducing blockchain 

technology that involves transparent transactions, ensuring fair opportunities for all users to 

acquire items. Also, all records are recorded on the chain by trading NFT items in the secondary 

market, so even if developers adjust the value of existing game assets through patches in the 

future, they can trade in the secondary market with the value recognized by users. It means that 

users can play the game in a more independent position. Furthermore, it will be attractive in that 

it guarantees advantages by providing users with opportunities to realize profit generation so 

that they can manage their assets proactively. As a result, existing game developers who have 

many users are also accelerating the blockchain of the game industry by joining the new 

blockchain game business, as they can attract users effectively and improve their profit structure 

due to fees incurred from trading in the secondary market.

As such, the game market is growing day by day, and as the craze for blockchain-based coins is 

added to the trend of incorporating blockchain technology into the game industry, the market 

price of game-related virtual assets is gradually rising. In addition, sales in the global game 

market are growing to about $180 billion, and the recent increase in non-face-to-face activities 

due to Covid-19 is expected to continue to grow as one of the driving forces behind the game 

market. Therefore, in order to promote the development and growth of the game industry, it is 

essential to build and develop blockchain systems and platforms throughout the game.



Game Finder

- About Shinwon Soft

Shinwon Soft is the production company of 2D Apple Pie Online and has secured steady profits

and users since its foundation in 2007. Apple Pie Online is a game which is a first-generation

online 2D MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game) produced by Zeston

Entertainment and developed/ serviced/published by Shinwon Soft Co., Ltd. It is a game that is

continuously loved by users for its detailed game elements such as solid story, biorhythm, various

jobs with decades of development and service provision.

- About Apple Pie Online

Apple Pie Online is the first-generation online game in Korea that advocates Diablo, and is a 2D

MMORPG game that has been loved by many users for 20 years since the launch of the service.

It also entered the Japanese market and gained popularity from Japanese users, and in the past,

it also entered the Chinese market. Apple Pie Online maintains a very stable ecosystem because

it has been loved by steady users for a very long time rather than explosive popularity at a certain

point, and items in the game have steadily increased in value and are traded for millions of won

between users. In addition, many user participation services such as community, marketplace,

and open dictionary have been maintained online.



Game Finder

- In Game Services

1.  NFT Item & Land Market 

Users can obtain the NFTed item and the land of the dungeon divided into X and Y coordinates 

through probabilistic draw. At this time, the probability-based draw is blockchained, so the 

producer cannot arbitrarily manipulate it, giving everyone a fair opportunity. In addition, Land-

owned users will build a system that allows other users to enter their Land and sell tickets for 

hunting for game money. Items obtained through such a fair and transparent route can be 

traded between users. Land, where each item has a different influence in the game and 

equipment obtainable from each dungeon, will be priced by the user's preference and popularity. 

Users can be motivated and energized by collecting game money to hunt in the dungeon field. 

This can lead game ecosystem paradigm that is gradually changing and contribute to the growth 

of the game industry. 

2. P2P Transaction (Web 3.0)

Apple Pie Online will link each account to Wallet through Web 3.0-based service updates. At this

time, users can trade the necessary items on the spot through in-game conversations rather than

separate secondary marketplaces. They are not traded by central management, so there is no

separate transaction fee, and transaction data is stored in a decentralized space, making it safe to

forgery, modulation. Previously, in terms of individual transactions and loans, the preference was

lowered due to concerns over losses caused by opaque information, so we made transactions with

brokers. However, the need for brokers is disappearing as collateral and transactions are recorded on

the blockchain and can be set up to be automatically transferred if the contents are not properly

implemented. This has an advantage in that both parties to the transaction can safely trade without

complicated document procedures and brokerage fees.



Game Finder

3. Item security loan

Users can exchange tokens with items as collateral. Users can lend items to each other and receive

Finder tokens in interest form in return. Users who need items for hunting for a while but cannot

afford to buy them for a large amount of money can pay interest and use them as much as they

have rented them for a certain period of time. In addition, it supports transactions between different

games, allowing users to borrow items from new games with items from existing games, lowering

the barriers to entry into the game. By reducing the boundaries between these various games and

playing organically, we will increase the size of the game market.

4. Guild Service

Starting with Apple Pie online, Shinwon Soft is developing various genres of games. In addition, we

plan to coexist in the ecosystem of Finder Tokens in collaboration with games that maintain a single

ecosystem. Between games within the Finder ecosystem, items in each game can be sold using swap

between games or Finder tokens as a medium. Collaborative marketing between games is also

possible, so that games in the ecosystem can coexist by smoothly sharing users between games in

the guild ecosystem.

Recruit games from 
other companies 

that maintain their 
own ecosystem.

Developing 
a new game



Game Finder

- Play To Live(P2L)

Until now, games have not been considered to be close help in real life as entertainment that

simply enjoys leisure in the spare time. However, we would like to link platforms and games

where we can get help in areas that require professional ability because it is difficult to solve in

real situation. Useful information can be obtained through similar trials, lawsuits, insurance

claims cases and recent issues on Damage Assessor Finder, Lawyer Finder linked platform, and

expert advice can also be provided through online/offline consultations with close lawyers and

damage adjusters based on location information. This will help games positively affect real life

and improve the quality of life by protecting their legitimate rights.

By supporting the payment method of the inter-game item trading platform with Finder Token,

we expect positive external effects that not only reduce entry barriers between users to

promote the growth of the game industry but also help those who need expert advice in real

life for activities that can stop at simply enjoying leisure and entertainment. In other words,

our team's goal is to build an ecosystem that can realize Play to Live (P2L) and a system that

can operate it by allowing us to utilize platforms useful in real life by using games.

Hobby
Entertainment Life Combined



F inder  P la t fo rm Ser v i ce

- Market Background

When a legal matter arises, it is advisable to seek professional help from the early stages of a

legal case. This is because, if the initial response fails, even an easy-to-solve case can become

complicated. However, if you do not have an attorney among close acquaintances, it is often

difficult to even figure out how to find a lawyer. Legal matters such as cases and lawsuits are

important enough to change an individual’s life, and thus more active exploration and careful

selection are required in retaining a lawyer.

Even now, proceeding with a ‘pro se lawsuit’ as well as finding a lawyer poses a huge burden to

individuals. In particular, when looking for an attorney through the internet, you will encounter

indiscriminate advertisements first, rather than information necessary for retaining a lawyer,

such as the client's review and the specialty of the attorney/law firm. Even sorting out such

information is a burden for clients who have no related experience. Byun Finder is a platform

that can promise honesty and transparency in the current situation.

So l i t a r y  
L aw s u i t

P a r t i a l  
L a w y e r  

Appointment
F u l l y  

A ppo i n t e d  
L aw ye r s

C
a
s
e
s

Lega l  Fee

As the social polarization and
economic hardships intensify the
demand for legal aid in our society
continues to increase as the number of
socially poor is increasing, and the
legal structure for them needs to be
greatly expanded in terms of quantity
and quality.

“

(KBA Legal Aid Foundation)

- Byun Finder



F inder  P la t fo rm Ser v i ce

- Service

By providing a location-based attorney search service, the location of the attorney's office is

displayed on the map, and the user can search for each specialized field and case of counseling.

Users can also review the number of “profile views” and the number of “favorites” and “likes” to

determine the attorney’s reputation within the platform. This function helps the users to

conveniently choose a lawyer. It is not possible to forge or alter any information of attorney and

user location and the evaluation figures of each attorney such as “favorites” and “likes” because

they are all stored and managed on the blockchain platform.

After the attorney matching is complete, the client pays the attorney for consultation and

appointment by sending Finder tokens directly to the attorneys. By making payments with tokens,

all payment details are recorded in the blockchain platform, which cannot be altered or forged.

Some of the payment details are used as a reliable reference in the event of a cost dispute

between the client and the attorney regarding the retainer fee.

Search Filter Location Search Profile Search

- Byun Finder



F inder  P la t fo rm Ser v i ce

- Service

In addition to the lawyer matching service, Byun Finder provides various services that lower the

threshold of the legal service to the general public. Before retaining a specific attorney, the users

can assess the necessity or size of a lawsuit by posting a legal question and receiving a response

from an attorney on the counseling bulletin board before formally retaining an attorney. Tokens

are paid as rewards to users according to the level of activity on the consultation board.

Questioners(Clients) and respondents(Lawyers) who wrote ‘Popular Posts’ that have been

referenced by many people are given a certain amount of tokens as rewards to further activate

the bulleting board.

Additionally, we provide a “magazine” service that covers the important judicial precedents

involving controversial issues, and also provide various forms necessary for legal work. In order to

have all users improve this information providing service, the users, who would report errors or

outdated parts of the information providing services, will receive a certain amount of Finder

tokens as rewards.

In the future, Byun Finder plans to attract more users by providing a ‘partial case request’ service

that allows users to request only a part of the case as needed rather than the entire legal

proceeding. ‘Partial case request’ is also paid by tokens, and we will increase the competitiveness

of Finder tokens by continuously developing services targeting niche markets.

Consultation Bulletin 
Board Personal Case

Managmenet

Partial Case Request

- Byun Finder



F inder  P la t fo rm Ser v i ce

- Market Background

Insurance is a service that is close to our lives, but it is still difficult for non-professional users to

understand and use the service at 100%. In addition, since there are many types of insurance, it is

often difficult to remember the information about every single insurance that the users subscribed to.

Amidst this complexity, some insurance companies dominate, such as paying outrageous insurance

money depending on the victim's knowledge level and propensity, and users raise questions about

the decrease in insurance claims and the amount of compensation that varies by insurance company.

However, the answers to these inquiries are not only complex for users to understand, but are often

not clear. It is very difficult to deal with an insurance company alone who has more knowledge and

information about the insurance, and the users cannot find a legitimate right provided by the

insurance without specialized knowledge.

In particular, in 2020, there was a correction recommendation for insurance companies on the

conduct of the subsidiary consignment, and the regulations are also changing in the direction that

the claimant must directly appoint a loss adjuster. However, public awareness of the independent

adjustor is low, and it is very difficult to find a suitable adjuster for oneself in the flood of

promotional materials. Son Finder is a platform that offers an alternative to the current situation.

Media Coverage (Global Economy 2019. 9. 
4)

73%
Loss Adjuster Status

(Based on 2020.06)

1000 Independent Adjuster 

5000 Insurance Company

27%

≒ Yearly size of 800 billion Won

≒ Yearly size of 2.2 trillion Won

The Fair Trade Committee sent an official letter to the Financial Services

Commission in January last year to advise the Financial Services Commission

against self-loss adjusting.

The committee stated that “self-loss adjusting tends to biased for insurance

company due to the influence from the company”. And they argue the

prohibition of self-loss adjusting for transparency.

- Son Finder



F inder  P la t fo rm Ser v i ce

- Service

As the damage assessment is mainly processed face-to-face, Son Finder uses GPS to search for

nearby damage assessors and provides a function to first provide the damage assessors located

in nearby areas. Therefore, users can find a loss adjuster that suits them through two filters like

the location + damage assessment field.

After finding the matching the loss adjusters, the users can pay for consultation and

appointment by Finder tokens. By using tokens as payment method, all payment details are

stored in the blockchain platform, which is impossible to forge or alter.

Some of the payment details are used as a reliable reference in case of a cost dispute between

the client and the damage assessor. In particular, by proceeding the small claims remotely and

paying the loss adjustment fee in tokens, while the loss adjuster can take real profits even from

small claim cases, which were not usually taken by the loss adjusters due to little or no actual

profit to the loss adjusters, the users can find the loss adjusters even for small claims, and

therefore both of the users and loss adjusters have mutual benefits. When performing remote

damage assessment, the user submits sensitive information such as medical records, insurance

subscription details, and income details to the loss adjuster online within the platform. At this

point, all the information is stored on the blockchain platform to be safe from leakage, forgery,

or alteration.

Insurance History Search Loss Adjuster Finder Small Claims Handling

- Son Finder



F inder  P la t fo rm Ser v i ce

- Service

In addition to matching loss adjusters, Son Finder provides free damage assessment counseling

services. Before matching the loss adjuster, the loss adjuster can overview the possible overall

procedure of the case. In particular, the users, who are not familiar with the insurance claim

process can also receive the guidelines for the claim process through consultation. The loss

adjuster and the user can view the previous consultation cases in the App, and the users and loss

adjusters, who wrote the best postings that many users referred to, will receive a certain amount

of tokens as a reward.

While providing these services, we plan to promote and sell insurance products directly to the

users based on the database with the collected information such as the user’s insurance terms

and conditions. In addition to direct promotion of the insurance products to the users, Son

Finder will build an alliance network with hospital administration departments nationwide and

expand such network to the car repair companies and car rental companies, who can pay for

their advertisements in the platform with the tokens, and, when the users have accidents, they

can make payments for the services provided by hospitals and car repair companies using the

alliance network within the Son Finder App.

Non-face-to-face Consultation Counseling History

- Son Finder



F inder  P la t fo rm Ser v i ce

- Market Background

In the situation that the number of attorneys in the country exceeded 25,000 as of 2019 and are

expected to, increase to 30,000 by 2022, not only the size of large law firms is growing, but also

the number of solo practice attorneys and the small law firms are also increasing. Unlike the big

law firms who have their own administrative system, however, the small law firms suffer from

certain inconveniences due to various administrative tasks between the clients and the attorneys.

The attorneys may not have enough time and energy to focus on actually defending the cases

and even jeopardize their relationship with the clients while wasting their time with various

administrative tasks such as logging in to the Supreme Court website, to check the status of the

cases, responding to the clients’ frequent information and update requests as well as the

schedule inquiries, verifying the name of the depositor, who’s not a client, etc.

Law county is an ERP program that is optimized for the small size law offices, who do not have

the manpower dedicated to administrative tasks.



F inder  P la t fo rm Ser v i ce

- Service

Law county's service begins from building the database with cases information.

By updating the database with the Supreme Court case information in real time,

sending out the notifications, and automatically updating the calendar, the

inconvenience of logging in to the Supreme Court site every time to view the progress

has been reduced. The calendars can be used for automatically updated with the

information from the Supreme Court website, but also for other schedules that the

users enter themselves and the events entered in external calendars such as KakaoTalk

calendar, Google and NAVER calendars can be synced as well. This calendar can be

selectively shared with the law firm members and clients as necessary. It also provides

convenience in client management. It provides the function to register and manage the

client's contact information and personal information, and it is possible to efficiently

manage deposit and withdrawal details by issuing a wallet address for each client to

process the payment for using the paying services by integrating with the Byun Finder

service.

The Law County Service is planning to integrate with Digitalized Litigation in 2022,

from which point the scope of the service will be significantly expanded. The ERP built

through such integration will be provided to each law office for a fee, and the service

fee will be paid by Finder tokens.

Calendar Schedule Share Case Management Alarm Case Information



Finder Ecosystem

Finder token is real interlocking coins available to all services and communities provided by The

Finders Corp.

It will expand its use to all services to be launched by The Finders, including games in Gamefinder

Guild, as well as ‘Lawyer Finder’, ‘Damage Assessor Finder’ and Law County, and plans to expand

its service scope to stores and partner companies in its services area.

Hobby
Entertainment Life Combined
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Members – Advisors



Partners

프랜즈손해사정

법무법인대현 변호사박재성법률사무소

다솔법률사무소

Legal and damage accessing advice

Investment and advisory

Technical Support and Cooperation



Finder Token

Total supply : 1,000,000,000 FIND

※ The distribution of tokens can be changed during the process of progress and distribution of the

Finder token project. The reason and details of major changes will be announced through the

website or the official channel.

※ Reserves are used to cope with the crisis of the team, such as hacking, or to cover unexpected

expenses.
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Please read the contents of this white paper carefully. If you have any questions about your

decision-making, we recommend that you seek advice from experts in your legal, financial and

tax matters. This white paper has been prepared for reference purposes to provide information

on the services and business models of Finder (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) token.

What is described in this white paper is not an explanation to induce an investment or an offer

to induce the purchase of a specific security within a specific jurisdiction.

This white paper was not written based on the jurisdiction, laws or regulations of any particular

country. Therefore, it is not subject to or accompanying regulations in any country's consumer

protection laws or regulations.

Exclusion of Liability

The company and its affiliates are not legally or morally responsible for any form of loss

(including, but not limited to, investment profit, financial loss, data loss, etc.) arising from your

acceptance or reliance on all or part of this white paper. Tokens, platforms, and related services

provided by the Company and its affiliates are provided "as is" and "as available." The Company

and its affiliates make no warranty, and make no representations, express or implied, as to the

quality, suitability, adequacy or stability of the token, platform or related services provided by the

Company. We are not responsible for any errors, delays or omissions in tokens, platforms and

related services provided by the Company and its affiliates, or for any actions taken accordingly.

The Company and its affiliates make no guarantees or promises regarding the truthfulness,

accuracy, and completeness of all contents in this white paper.

Warning Statement for Forward-looking Statements

Some of the expressions specified in this white paper contain forward-looking statements about

the future and prospects of the project. These statements are not statements based on historical

facts and may contain words such as “expectation”, “prospect”, “belief”, “possible”, “guess”,

“trust”, “goal”, or “objective.” However, these terms are not definitive. The forward-looking

statements in this white paper include, but are not limited to, future achievements and

performance of the company and its affiliates. Forward-looking statements involve risks and

uncertainties, and thus these statements do not guarantee future performance and should not

be relied upon.

Disclaimer



Restrictions on Handling Finder Tokens

(I) Bonds and stocks issued by an institution

(Ii) Derivatives for bonds and stocks

(Iii) Unit of securities such as collective investment plan and business trust

(Iv) Any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency

Finder tokens should not be analyzed, understood, or interpreted as above.

Prohibition of Interpretation as Advisory

None of the contents of this white paper includes legal, business, financial, or other advice. You 

should be cautious about this, and you should also comply with local laws regarding taxes, 

securities, etc. in your jurisdiction. The company and related companies are not liable for any 

legal or moral responsibility.

Potential Risk

Please read the following carefully before deciding to purchase or participate in Finder tokens. If 

the following risks develop into real situations, the operation of the company and affiliates may 

be adversely affected. In this case, you may lose some or all of the Finder token value. Risks 

include, but are not limited to:

(a) Factors outside of control, such as changes in the political, social and economic environment, 

changes in the cryptocurrency market, changes in the national regulatory environment, etc., 

which may result in the abolition or loss of Finder tokens.

(b) Failure to securely store the private key for the wallet containing the token.

(c) Events such as force majeure and natural disasters which may affect the business operation 

of the company and affiliates. Hacking or other damage which may result in loss, damage, or 

theft of tokens.

(d) Other contents included or omitted in this white paper

(e) Damage to the ecosystem which may occur due to unintended reasons such as hacking 

attacks from third parties and force majeure reasons.

(f) Cryptocurrency technologies are not yet validated and there is no guarantee of completeness.

Disclaimer



Prohibition of Viewing in Restricted Areas

It may not be legal for individuals in certain regions or for certain categories of individuals in

other regions to view this white paper. Individuals who wish to view this white paper must self-

confirm the local requirement that the act of reading in the corresponding area is not restricted

or prohibited, and the Company and its affiliates are not liable for this.

This white paper was prepared based on the status at the time of writing (as-is) and does not

contain complete or final contents. In addition, it may be amended or changed without notice,

and the effect of the final version takes precedence.

Disclaimer
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